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 Reality of climate change is forcing change at an accelerating pace 

» Governments are making Net Zero commitments ahead of COP26

» The latest IPCC report only adds to the sense of urgency

 Pressure is rising from stakeholders in large part because the pressure is rising for stakeholders. 

Investors and lenders are also under pressure to decarbonise equity and credit portfolios 

» Net Zero Asset Managers has quadrupled this year and now account for half of global assets under management 

» Members of the new Net Zero Banking Alliance already account for a quarter of global banking assets

 Analysts must anticipate the changes ahead 

» We help companies, investors and governments decide on the optimal strategies, investments and policy responses 

» But this is a new energy reality with no established playbook  

Energy transition is the biggest change in the history of oil and gas

“Peak Oil” is no longer about demand and supply – it is now a global policy commitment

http://www.woodmac.com/
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Scope 1 & 2 emissions reduction targets

Source: Company Data, Wood Mackenzie Corporate New Energy Series

Euro Majors have set Net Zero targets for Scope 1 and 2 – Net Zero by 2050 is now table-stakes
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 Multitude of future energy scenarios from IEA to Wood Mac, Equinor to BP

» What do different scenarios tell us about the future of oil and gas? How should companies and governments incorporate 

this into their planning? 

 Company strategies are evolving rapidly; businesses are becoming more diverse and complex 

» Reporting standards and conventions have yet to catch up

» Company self-reporting is varied for example on inclusion of JVs, net zero targets, use of offsets, financials

 Government responses are wide ranging, only a few have matched targets with credible policy

» Trend toward national net zero targets, but not all countries have backed targets with credible plans and frameworks

» Norway’s carbon pricing, and consistent government fiscal and regulatory framework help capital allocation towards 

upstream decarbonisation (but Norway is the exception)

 Analysts play an important role in valuing and benchmarking energy transition progress 

Greater complexity

The ‘future of energy’ is uncertain – the future of energy companies even more so 

http://www.woodmac.com/
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Source: Wood Mackenzie. Based on Wood Mackenzie’s qualitative assessment of the Majors’ strategies and vision

Euro Majors diversifying into ‘Big Energy’; US Majors still focused on oil and gas 

The ‘Big Oil’ business model

Grow E&P and diversify into new energy

Harvest E&P and diversify into new energy

Shrink E&P and displace with new energy
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 New metrics will complement and, in many cases, replace the traditional KPIs of production growth, 

reserve replacement, exploration success, PV10 valuation, etc

» Renewables with lower risk / lower return profiles

» Nascent technologies such as CCUS and blue/green hydrogen with unproven commercial models 

 How do we benchmark and aggregate diverse businesses? 

» New structures – spin-offs, JVs, partnerships, growing in importance. 

» New units – should we switch from boe to PJ? Or is it CO2e? And how do we do the conversion?

» New reporting standards – new segments, carbon accounting – what does ‘Net-zero’ actually mean? 

 Greater corporate emphasis on intangibles

» integration, trading uplifts, customer-centric strategies (e.g. cities), digitalisation, … 

New questions for analysts and other stakeholders

New business models don’t fit the old mould 

http://www.woodmac.com/
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New energy growth: electrons will radically change production by 2030

Current outlook – zero-carbon numbers will likely prove to be too conservative

Source: Wood Mackenzie Corporate Service Q1 2021, including New Energy Profiles. Assumes zero future asset rotation and project financing in zero-carbon energy.
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 Analysts help shape the debate and establish new conventions and standards 

» Benchmarking companies by calibrating their individual net zero plans against different macro scenarios.  

 We work with companies and other stakeholders on evolving the analyst’s toolkit and response

 Examples of our evolving response to the new energy future:

» Corporate Resilience & Sustainability Index

» Majors’ new energy benchmarking (offshore wind, solar, hydrogen and CCUS)

» Emissions benchmarking (from asset to corporate)

Rising to the challenge

Example of how we’re responding to the new complexity

http://www.woodmac.com/
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New strategic analytical framework

 Characteristics of a model resilient oil and gas company…

» Strong financial platform, scale and diversity

» Legacy oil and gas businesses are cash flow positive at low prices 

» Flexibility to make deep capex cuts if required 

» Concentration risk is low – across segments, sub-segments, commodities, geographies, time

 Characteristics of a model sustainable oil and gas company…

» Cash flow longevity, stability and predictability

» Strong margins, protected during periods of price weakness, leveraged to upside during periods 

of strength

» Low emissions intensity and value at risk

» Commitment to decarbonisation, clear strategy for transition and tangible progress in zero/low 

carbon

» Business weighting is shifting toward zero/low carbon segments; Upstream is shifting toward 

gas; Downstream toward marketing and chemicals

Corporate Resilience and Sustainability 

Positioned to deal 

with low oil and 

gas prices

Near-term

Positioned to 

navigate energy 

transition

Long-term
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The Majors offshore wind portfolios are diversified and mostly early life (pre-FID)

The composition of Majors’ offshore wind portfolios

Source: Wood Mackenzie Corporate New Energy Series
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Note: Data as of March 2021. *Based on net capacity, e.g. if a major owns 10% of a 100 MW project, the net capacity would be 10 MW and the gross capacity would be 100 MW.
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Offshore wind new-build capacity additions (excl. China) Offshore wind final investment decisions (excl. China)

Note: Including Total’s share in Seagreen Phase 1, and Eni’s share in Dogger Bank A & B, all of which were finalised at FID. *Excluding China.

Offshore wind: Majors accounted for 30% of the record 8.7 GW that reached FID in 2020 

Despite owning just 3% of operational capacity and accounting for only 5% of capacity additions in 2020, the 

Majors’ growing role in offshore wind is highlighted by their increased participation in new project approvals. 
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The major’s strategy has been to develop offshore projects via 

partnerships. Looking at the gross capacity of all projects in which 

majors own a stake, O&G majors were involved in 4.3GW of 

projects that reached FID in 2020 – equal to 49% of 2020 FIDs and 

17% of the operational capacity by YE 2020 outside China.

Source: Wood Mackenzie
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Total operational capacity 44 Mtpa CO2

Source: Wood Mackenzie
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CCUS is key focus for the Majors

CCUS has exponential growth potential next decade. The Majors’ net share accounts for 30% of CCUS global 
operational capacity. ExxonMobil is the leader.

Source: Wood Mackenzie

Global CCUS/DAC capacity required by 2050
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 Commit capital to decarbonisation and new energy

» The current oil-price upcycle presents a golden opportunity to accelerate the transition

» Articulate stronger investor proposition with transparent dividend policy and clear financial framework for investment in 

low carbon and decarbonization alongside oil and gas. 

 Credible strategies offer both corporate resilience and sustainability

» Survive and thrive through the energy transition

» In upstream, favour gas over oil, and ruthless focus on costs

» Build material optionality in the entire energy value chain

How do oil & gas companies stay investable? 

Future capital allocation in focus

http://www.woodmac.com/
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Disclaimer

Strictly Private & Confidential 

 These materials, including any updates to them, are published by and remain subject to the copyright of the Wood Mackenzie group ("Wood 

Mackenzie"), or its third-party licensors (“Licensors”) as relevant, and are made available to clients of Wood Mackenzie under terms agreed between 

Wood Mackenzie and those clients. The use of these materials is governed by the terms and conditions of the agreement under which they were 

provided. The content and conclusions contained are confidential and may not be disclosed to any other person without Wood Mackenzie's prior 

written permission. Wood Mackenzie makes no warranty or representation about the accuracy or completeness of the information and data 

contained in these materials, which are provided 'as is'. The opinions expressed in these materials are those of Wood Mackenzie, and do not 
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advice. Wood Mackenzie's products do not provide a comprehensive analysis of the financial position or prospects of any company or entity and 

nothing in any such product should be taken as comment regarding the value of the securities of any entity. If, notwithstanding the foregoing, you or 

any other person relies upon these materials in any way, Wood Mackenzie does not accept, and hereby disclaims to the extent permitted by law, all 

liability for any loss and damage suffered arising in connection with such reliance. 

Copyright © 2021, Wood Mackenzie Limited. All rights reserved. Wood Mackenzie is a Verisk business.
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Wood Mackenzie™, a Verisk business, is a trusted intelligence provider, empowering decision-makers with unique insight 
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